ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

6
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) can be used to identify population substructure, but resolving 7 complex substructures remains challenging [1] . Owing to the relatively low information load carried by single 8
SNPs, usually thousands of them are needed to generate sufficient power for effective resolution of population 9 strata due to shared genetic ancestry [2] . In practice with high-density genome-wide SNP datasets, linkage 10 disequilibrium (LD) and haplotype patterns are likely to exist. These can be exploited for the inference of 11 population structure [3] , although exploiting haplotype patterns still comes with a high computational burden. 12 Also, although removing LD by pruning strategies can eliminate some spurious substructure patterns [4], it may 13 limit our ability to identify subtle subgroupings. 14 The identification of substructure in a study sample of healthy controls or patients is in essence a 15 clustering problem. Several clustering algorithms exist, each leading to different clustering methods. 16 Conventional population structure analyses use Bayesian statistics to show relationships amongst individuals in 17 terms of their so-called admixture profiling, where individuals are clustered by using ratios of ancestral 18 components (see also [5] ). The iterative pruning Principal Component Analysis (ipPCA) approach differs from 19 this paradigm as it assigns individuals to subpopulations without making assumptions of population ancestry 20 [6] . 21
At the heart of ipPCA lies performing PCA with genotype data, similar to EIGENSTRAT [4] . If 22 substructure exists in a principal component (PC) space (ascertained using, for instance, Tracy-Widom statistics 23
[6], or the EigenDev heuristic [7] ), individuals are assigned into one of two clusters using a 2-means algorithm 24 for which cluster centers are initialized with a fuzzy c-means algorithm. The test for substructure and clustering 25 is performed iteratively on nested datasets until no further substructure is detected, i.e. until a stopping criterion 26 is satisfied. The method is visualized in Figure 1 . The software developed to perform ipPCA has some 27 shortcomings though. Notably, it is limited to a MATLAB environment, which is not freely available. Also, 28 outliers can severely disturb the clustering analysis. These limitations are addressed in IPCAPS, which improves 1 the power of fine-scale population structure, while appropriately identifying and handling outliers. 
IPCAPS METHODOLOGY
6
The IPCAPS methodology involves unsupervised clustering to identify sub-populations (the implementation of 7 IPCAPS in R, see [8] ). IPCAPs is a PCA-based method; therefore, the data quality control (QC) process for 8 IPCAPS analysis is similar to the one typically adopted for classic PCA. In practice, data QC includes missing 9 genotype filtering (missingness < 0.02), Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) testing (p<0.001), and linkage 10 disequilibrium (LD) pruning (r 2 <0.2 [9] ). Once the input data are cleaned, a data matrix is constructed. The rows 11 of this data matrix represent individuals, and the columns represent SNPs. SNPs are encoded as 0, 1, and 2, 12 reflecting the number of minor alleles present at the corresponding loci. As a consequence, the encoded data 13 matrix contains numeric values and has an order, which is suitable for PCA. The data matrix is subsequently 14 normalized by a zero-mean and unit variance procedure. In case that all individuals contain only a single 15 genotype at some loci, normalized value is zero representing no variation. This commonly happens for common 16 alleles. Furthermore, each missing genotype is replaced by the most common value [10] . 17 In particular, after a pre-analysis step involving data quality control, the major steps of the IPCAPS 18 methodology are shown in No Yes data space, groups with small distances among members, and particular statistical distributions. Our objective is 1 to detect fine-scale clusters based on multivariate estimation. In order to make a selection of clustering method 2 to be used as integral part of the proposed IPCAPS methodology, we considered using the mouse-like dataset to 3 examine clustering methods [12] . We selected unsupervised clustering algorithms to test with the mouse-like 4 dataset; these algorithms include Mixmod [13] , K-means, APCLUST [14] , Mean shift [15] , CLARA [16] , PAM 5 [17] , hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA), and DBSCAN [18] . Since we aimed to select the most reasonable and 6 fast-speed clustering method to integrate into our methodology, we submitted the mouse-like dataset to all 7 methods for 100 times using the 64-bit OSX computer with the 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 4 GB of 8 memory. Finally, the average execution time of all methods was measured. 9
10
OUTLIER DETECTION: RUBICKCLUST
11
The quality of PCA-based clustering really depends on input data; hence, quality control process is needed at the 12 beginning. Outliers are one factor that may disturb the quality of clustering result. Outliers can be detected using 13 external tools as a part of QC process, for example using Rapid Outlier Detection [19] . However, we want to 14 develop a method to eliminate outliers to improve the quality of IPCAPS result. We develop internal clustering 15 method called RubikClust to detect rough structure, which aims to separate outliers into their own groups. The 16 RubikClust algorithm is designed to apply to PCs hence PC1 is the most informative components, following by 17 PC2 and PC3 consecutively. The RubikClust algorithm uses the concept of 3-dimension rotation to search for 18 clear separation in all dimensions. The rotation is done by fixing PC3 axis (PC1 and PC2 are rotated), PC2 axis, 19 and PC1 axis consecutively. The algorithm can be described as: 20
21
Step 1: Let ! and ! be numeric vectors, where = 1,2,3, … , and n equals a number of samples. Calculate 22 Step 2: Let (!) (!) and (!) (!) be the i-th sorted values. 1
2
Step 3: Normalize the sorted vector (!) (!) and (!) (!) using Equation (3) and (4) respectively, then the normalized 3 vector ( ) ( ) and ( ) ( ) are obtained. 4
(4) 7
8
Step 4: Calculate the distance ! ! (!) and ! ! (!) between two consecutive values of ( ) ( ) and ( ) ( ) using Equation 9
(5) and (6) respectively. 10
12 14 
15
Step 5: Calculate the distance ! (!) and ! (!) using Equation (7) and (9) respectively. Let be a pre-specified 16 minimum distance. 17 Step 6: Calculate !" (!) using Equation (11) for 0 -89 degrees. Step 7: Find the maximum value among 0 -89 degrees and define as !"# . 7
9
10
Step 8: Select the appropriate degree that corresponds to !"# , let's define it as the optimal degree !"# . 11
12
Step 9: By fixing PC3, calculated the rotated PC1 and PC2 using Equation (13) and (14) respectively. 13 Step 10: Consecutively, fix the PC2 axis and PC1 axis, repeat step 1-9. We used the mouse-like dataset as reported in [12] , and randomly added 7 outliers as well as a set of 20 8 individuals gathering outside the area of the mouse-like dataset. Then, we tested the ability of RubikClust for 9 outlier detection with this dataset comparing to the other potential clustering methods such as APCLUST [14] 10 and DBSCAN [18] . Lastly, we checked whether outliers could be separated from the mouse-like data. In 11 addition, we wanted to compare the speed of these methods; therefore we performed 100 times of these 12 experiments on the 64-bit OSX computer with the 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 4 GB of memory. 13 Finally, we measured the average execution time of the methods. 14 
15
STOPPING CRITERIA
16
Originally, the ipPCA methodology uses the TW statistic as a stopping criterion in the first version [6] and 17 changes to use the EigenDev value in the second version [7] . Although ipPCA can capture general population 18 structure, it cannot detect fine-scale structure when F ST is closed to/or below 0.001 [20] such as between 19 Swedish and Norwegian samples (F ST =0.001) or Polish and German samples (F ST =0.0012) [21] . 20
Aiming for fine-scale structure detection, the ICAPS methodology combines 3 stopping criteria: 1) 21 checking whether the EigenFit is lower than a threshold, 2) determining whether the F ST clusters is lower than a threshold, 3) checking whether a number of individuals in each cluster is lower than a 1 cutoff. Note that the minimum value of cutoff is 3 according to the number of PCs used for RubikClust. If a 2 minimum number of members is low (i.e. 3-5), then there is a chance to obtain many clusters with few 3 individuals in each cluster. A minimum number of members can be defined arbitrarily, but it should not be too 4 large (i.e. >20), depending on purposes whether small or large clusters are required to observe. When analyzing 5 dataset with a small number of individuals, for example <100 individuals, it is more practical to consider a 6 cutoff to a value between 5 to 10 individuals. Moreover, the IPCAPS methodology also relies on the Bayesian 7 information criterion (BIC) [22] as in the function mixmodCluster in the R package Rmixmod, while achieving 8 the optimal number of clusters [13] . 9
10
EIGENFIT
11
In IPCAPS, we propose a new stopping criterion called EigenFit, which is a maximum space between 12 logarithms of eigenvalues. The EigenFit is defined by 13 
14
= max ( ), 15 16 where max ( ) is a function to obtain the maximum value of vector , is a vector of differences and is defined 17 by 18 where ! is a vector of the logarithm of N eigenvalues or = log ( ). Moreover, we define as a 22
proper number of PCs, which can be submitted to clustering method. Therefore, P is defined by 23
where ′ is a estimated number of high impact PCs. However, if ′ is lower than 3, PC1-3 are used for 27
clustering. Here, ′ is defined by 28 ,
3 4 where = 1,2,3, … , , and m is an order of EigenFit in vector D. As defined in Equation (17) , (18), and (19) , 5 the P first numbers of PCs are used in clustering step in order to improve speed for our algorithm. However, the 6 minimum number of PCs to be submitted to clustering function is 3. The minimum threshold for EigenFit is 7 motivated as 0.03, which can be observed from the results of simulated datasets as in the result section of 8 simulation scenario II. The maximum threshold for EigenFit is motivated as 0.18, which can be observed from 9 the HapMap populations. 10
OPTIMAL FIXATION INDEX
11
The fixation index (F ST ) can be used to measure a distance between populations. Although F ST = 0.001 was 12 referred as the genetic distance between close populations within Europe [21, 23] , it is still unclear how to 13 quantify fine-scale structure. Here, we set up the experiments to check the lowest F ST that can be related to fine-14 scale structure (different from no structure at all). 15 For visualization purposes, we firstly calculated PCs from 6 simulated datasets of 2 populations with 16
F ST values were set as 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005, and 0.006. These datasets contain 10,000 SNPs and 17 500 individuals (250 individuals for each population). We used FilestSim to simulate the data. 18
Secondly, we simulated 100 replicates of one population with 5,000, 10,000, and 20,000 SNPs, and 19 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 6,000, and 8,000 individuals (i.e., 3x6 settings). We forced the data to be separated 20 into two groups using K-means clustering. Later, we calculated F ST for these two clusters, and then checked for 21 the minimum, the maximum, and the average. In particular, Hudson's method was used to estimate F ST because 22 this method is more stable than the methods of Nei, and Weir and Cockerham [24] . The method does not 23 overestimate F ST for unbalanced sample sizes. The equation for Hudson's method was originally given by 24 The objective of simulation scenario I is to examine the type I error rate of our method. Ideally, there shouldn't 7 be any error if we apply IPCAPS on a single homogeneous population. In other words, in this case, the IPCAPS 8 algorithm should only reveal 1 group; the initial population. We compared our method to other iterative pruning 9
based clustering methods such as ipPCA [6, 7] , iNJclust [32] , and SHIPS [33] . Moreover, we simulated 1 10 population with 500 individuals and 10,000 SNPs without any outliers and did so 100 times (i.e., 100 11 replicates). The parameter settings for FilestSim are listed in Table 1 . 12 
14
The objective of simulation scenario II is to determine the accuracy of IPCAPS. Comparative iterative pruning 15 based methods for clustering are the same as for simulation scenario I: ipPCA, iNJclust, and SHIPS. For 16 scenario II we simulated 100 replicates of 10,000 SNPs and 500 individuals per population. For the settings SII-17 1, SII-3 and SII-5, 2 populations were simulated. We added an additional population in the settings SII-2, SII-4 18 and SII-6. The adopted F ST values represent pairwise genetic distances as before (Hudson's fixation index) and 19 ranged from 0.0008 to 0.005. We selected the lowest F ST as 0.0008 according to the result of simulation s, and 20 the highest F ST as 0.005 according to the genetic distance among clearly distinct European populations [21, 23] . 21
To assess the impact of outliers, we added 3 outliers in the settings SII-3 and SII-4, and 5 outliers in the settings 22 SII-5 and SII-6. Particularly, an outlier is considered that it has been detected when it is separated into its own 23 groups or is grouped with other outliers. All setting parameters are summarized in Table 2 . 
3
The objective of scenario III is to check the scalability and speed of IPCAPS. In particular, we want to 4 investigate which of the two, the number of individuals or the number of SNPs, has the most impact on 5 computation time. According to the results of scenario II, we chose to compare IPCAPS to ipPCA only. The 6 parameter settings for this simulation scenario are as follows. We simulated 100 replicates of 2 populations 7 while fixing F ST at 0.005. This single fixed value of F ST is motivated by the fact that IPCAPS is able to 8 accurately separate 2 populations with F ST =0.005 (see scenario II.) For setting SIII-1, we fixed the number of 9 input SNP to 10,000 and varied the number of individuals from 100 to 10,000. For setting SIII-2, we considered 10 1,000 individuals and varied the number of SNPs from 25,000 to 100,000. To measure the performance of 11 IPCAS in terms of computation time, we performed all experiments on the same 64-bit Linux cluster with 2.2 12
GHz Intel Xeon 8-core processor and 128 GB of memory per node. Since the cluster was working routinely and 13 we couldn't control other running processes, we reported the median of execution times from 100 replicates 14 instead of the mean. All parameter settings are summarized in Table 3 . 15 In real-life applications, data are expected to be complex and exhibit peculiar or complex substructures, as well 2 as outlying individuals. The objective of simulation scenario IV is to test the capability of our method in 3 complex data structures. To this end we simulated 10,000 SNPs and 2,400 individuals consisting of 8 4 populations (300 individuals each). We also randomly added 20 outliers. All parameter settings are shown in 5 
RESULTS
12
This section reports all main results related to the development of IPCAPS and its performance. Overall, IPCAPS (red curve in Figure 8 ) has optimal performance compared to ipPCA (blue), SHIPS (green) 4 and iNJclust (yellow), in terms of accuracy expressed by average ARI estimated over 100 replicates when 5 comparing observed and expected clustering methods. In particular, IPCAPS performs well with 100% accuracy 6 when F ST =0.002, for all simulation scenarios, while the other strategies perform less for the same F ST =0.002. As 7 for the other strategies, the performance of IPCAPS decreases for decreasing F ST< 0.002 although the accuracy 8 reduction is least dramatic for IPCAPS compared to ipPCA, SHIPS and iNJclust. 9
Mixmod
In the case of 2 populations without outliers (setting SII-1), IPCAPS and ipPCA give similar result, but 10 ipPCA performs slightly better for F ST =0.0008. The average ARI of both methods increases to 0. In the case of 3 populations with 3 and 5 outliers (settings SII-4 and SII-6), IPCAPS still shows similar 23 performance to the corresponding settings without outliers. The performances of ipPCA and SHIPS drop 24 compared to setting SII-2. Interestingly, iNJclust shows increased accuracy for F ST >0.003 However, the average 1 values of ARI of ipPCA, SHIPS and iNJclust always stay lower than 1 in settings SII-4 and SII-6. 2 Figure 9 , focusing on simulation settings with outliers and visualizing the number of outliers detected 3 versus F ST , clearly shows that IPCAPS is able to detect the largest number of outliers compared to ipPCA, 4 SHIPS and iNJclust. Recall that an outlier is considered that it has been detected when it is separated into its 5 own groups or is grouped with other outliers. Particularly in the settings SII-4 and SII-6, iNJclust has a hard 6 time in identifying any outlier at all. Although ipPCA is able to identify outliers, for all scenarios, it can detect 7 approximately 2 out of 3 in the settings SII-3 and SII-4, and 4 out of 5 in the settings SII-5 and SII-6. SHIPS 8 cannot detect outliers in the settings SII-3 and SII-4, but it is able to identify approximately 1 out of 5 in the 9 setting SII-5 and SII-6. Table 7 . We observe that that pop1, pop2, pop3, pop5, pop6, pop8, pop9, and pop10 are mainly assigned to their 22 own groups (group 1-8). The outliers 4 and 7 are occasionally assigned to groups 9 through 13. simulation studies, which entailed increasingly complex data structures. Using the mouse-like data with outliers, 2 IPCAPS could clearly separate outliers and small group of points from the mouse-like data points. In simulation 3 scenario with outliers for accuracy, IPCAPS could averagely detect outliers more accurate than ipPCA, iNJclust 4 and SHIPS. Once dealing with increased complexity data, IPCAPS could detect outliers even though outliers 5 couldn't be observed using PC1-2. 6
Lastly, the computational burden of IPCAPS depends on the number of individuals due to the 7 dimensionality reduction prior to PCA via the XX T technique, which a dimension of matrix becomes smaller. 8
CONCLUSION
9
In this work, we developed the IPCAPS methodology and motivated its components and assessed its 10 performance via a variety of simulation studies. The simulated datasets used in all experiments were generated 11 using our own tool, called FilestSim. It allows simulating simple and complex data structures with and without 12 outliers. In the majority of the simulations, we compared IPCAPS to other iterative pruning based methods, 13 namely ipPCA, iNJclust, and SHIPS. 14 15
